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 r. Randal Rauser doesn’t write a book before 
breakfast every morning – it just seems that D
way sometimes. A prolific blogger and writer, 

he is in the midst of a particularly productive year 
with 3 books being released in the period of XX 
months (see below).

Dr. Rauser’s most recent book is titled The 
Swedish Atheist, the Scuba Diver and Other 
Apologetic Rabbit Trails (Intervarsity), which was 
released in October 2012. As he does every day 
with skeptics on his blog, Randal  tackles 
challenging questions about faith and doubt in 
the book, but it is unlike most apologetics texts 
you’ve seen before: it is a story, a series of 
fictional coffee shop conversations between 
Randal and an atheist named Sheridan.

The book is the story of a long afternoon of 
conversation in which honest questions and 
objections to God and the Bible are raised. 
These are questions such as: Do people hold to 
a particular religion just because of an accident 
of geography? Is believing in Jesus as arbitrary 
as believing in Zeus? Why would God order the 
slaughter of infants or send people to hell? 
How do you know you're really real, and not 
just a character in someone's book?

As noted on the back cover of the book, most 
conversations about such philosophical 
questions don’t take place in lecture halls; 
generally people express their doubts, 
questions and frustrations in informal 
settings, and Randal says the coffee shop setting "Rauser's dialogue brings the best tools of 
reflects that reality. philosophical thinking within the reach of thoughtful 
“I got this idea... “ believers and skeptics alike,” Zimmerman writes. 

“His representative in the conversation knows when So, what about the strange title? What in the world 
to stick to his guns, and when to admit to does a scuba diver have to do with a coffee shop 
uncertainty and fallibility. His atheist counterpart is discussion about apologetics?
no straw man--he knows his Dawkins, Dennett and 

“The title came from....” says Dr. Rauser. “And, don’t 
Hitchens. Rauser has the philosophical chops to cut 

worry – I know that the cover image is of a deep sea 
through a lot of rhetorical nonsense, but he also has 

diver, not a scuba diver...”
the intellectual honesty to face up to the genuine 

There have been numerous favorable reviews and difficulties confronting his faith.”
comments already, including one from Dean 

Randal grew up with what he calls “warfare 
Zimmerman, a philosophy professor at Rutgers 

apologetics” in which ammunition took the form of 
University. He called it “

evidence for belief.
enjoyable” and “a model of 

candid, winsome, thought-provoking apologetics.”

Another Book from Dr. Randal Rauser
Taylor’s resident theologian

by Tim Willson
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“This approach was heavy on the evidence and it questions.
tended to consider non-Christians as irrational,” “Share the reasons you have for your faith. And also 
Randal says. “Consequently, I learned to think that share your doubts. Sharing your doubts with a bit of 
people who didn't agree with me and my arguments self-deprecation is a great way to be approachable 
were being intellectually dishonest somehow.” and winsome to others.” He adds, “Perhaps the 
A recent trend, says Randal, is a post-modern most important thing to remember is don't be in a 
approach that favors sharing stories (”testimonies”), hurry to get anywhere. Get to know people. Hear 
rejecting hard evidence in favor of conversation. their questions and their reasons for believing what 

they do.”“I've come to believe that both warfare and 
conversational apologetics have something to tell Common objections to Christian faith are some of 
us,” he says. “The warfare approach reminds us of the challenging issues in the Bible, such as the 
the importance of evidence and argument. But the atrocities of the Old Testament. While there are no 
conversational approach reminds us of the easy answers, he says it’s important to allow people 
importance of dialogue and relationship. So the best to express their doubts and questions, to create 
of both worlds is to have relationships that welcome open Christian communities; otherwise, he says, if 
dialogue about big questions which is based on people don’t have space to discuss their questions, 
evidence and argument.” they may drift away altogether.

“One of my readers (an atheist) just emailed me 
yesterday to say this: ‘I appreciate your blog as the Does arguing work as a form of evangelism? No, says 
only place I know of where people of all beliefs can Randal, though logic and reason can be a means of 
have an intelligent and respectful discussion.’ I think grace used by the Holy Spirit to draw people into 
that's pretty cool! ”  faith. He notes that the New Testament deals 

extensively with evidence and argument.

Theological issues are discussed on a daily basis on 
his blog, and he often faces a barrage of arguments 
against Christian faith. Randal’s experience has 
taught him to be open and honest about his own 

ARGUING PEOPLE INTO THE KINGDOM

Dr. Rauser is Associate Professor of Historical Theology at 
Taylor Seminary. Hired in 2003, he replaced the retiring 
Dr. David Priestly. His most recent book is titled The 
Swedish Atheist, the Scuba Diver and Other Apologetic 
Rabbit Trails. His next book, What on Earth Do We Know 
About Heaven, is due out from Baker in 2013.
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Taylor Self-Study Underway, Community Input Sought & Welcomed
Self-study is an important part of the ATS accreditation process

 aylor Seminary is seeking reaccreditation from the Association of 
Theological Schools (ATS), which is necessary for all ATS-accredted T
schools every ten years.

Five subcommittees have been busy in 2012 working on various parts of 
our self-study in advance of an expected site visit by ATS in mid-2013. As 
part of the self-study process, administrators, faculty, staff, board 
members, students, alumni, donors and volunteers are asking questions 

about our effectiveness, our faithfulness to our mission, areas where improvement is needed, our use of 
resources, our relationships with each other and with our constituents (you).

Our search for answers to these questions, our willingness to dig for hard evidence, and our honest effort 
to make Taylor the best it can be, are foundational in our effort to seek new accreditation.

The process requires input from the broader community is needed, and we invite your participation by 
sharing your comments on any aspect of Taylor. Help us to think critically about the changing needs of 
theological education, and about how Taylor can adjust our efforts to meet those needs most effectively. 
Comments and questions can be directed to Academic Dean Dr. Eric Ohlmann, who is heading up the self-
study. Dr. Ohlmann can be reached by email: eric.ohlmann@taylor-edu.ca  TB
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